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Introduction
As advanced inspection systems apply UV and DUV illumination to resolve smallerstructures, there is an industry need for new particle standards resistant to damage atthese shorter wavelengths. We intend to provide such a traceable size standard based onsilica nanoparticles.
We present the traceable measurement of 14 silica nanoparticle solutions, ranging fromnominal diameters of 32 nm to 1500 nm, using established methods in transmissionelectron microscopy (TEM), NIST standard reference materials (SRMs), and semi-automated digital image processing.
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Measurement Method
The “internal standard method” overcomes the problem of variable magnificationbetween TEM images [1,2,3]. The method calibrates each image’s magnification usingstandard reference materials (SRMs) [4,5] imaged within the same field of view as theparticles under measurement.
The Fiji [6] image analysis platform isolates and measures particles in images made on anFEI Technai TF-20 FEG/TEM. From these measurements, the method calculates amagnification correction for each image by dividing the mean reference particle diameterin each image by the SRM’s published mean diameter [4,5].

The average value for each silica size's calibrated diameter can then be expressed as:

where is the total number of silica particles measured, is the fraction of measuredparticles in the ith image, and is the average measured diameter for silica particles inthe ith image.

Uncertainties
Both particle types share similar type A uncertainties.

Each particle type also shares the same three type B uncertainties.

The final B term is the SRM's contribution to the uncertainty, .

Results

Edge finding: Studies at each TEM pixel size estimate the effect ofvarious grayscale thresholds to isolate particles for measurement.

Pixelation effects: We quantify this at half of the image pixel size witha rectangular distribution [7].

Shrink rate differences: A timed study of relative size changes in particletypes due to electron beam exposure finds no significant difference.The standard error on the difference, 0.133%, serves as the uncertainty.
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